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We present the effect of Zn (S50) and Cu (S51/2) substitution at the Ni site ofS51 Haldane chain
compound Y2BaNiO5 . 89Y nuclear-magnetic resonance~NMR! allows us to measure the local magnetic
susceptibility at different distances from the defects. The89Y NMR spectrum consists of one central peak and
several less intense satellite peaks. The central peak represents the chain sites far from the defect. Its shift
measures the uniform susceptibility, which displays a Haldane gapD'100 K and it corresponds to an anti-
ferromagnetic~AF! couplingJ'260 K between the nearest neighbor Ni spins. Zn or Cu substitution does not
affect the Haldane gap. The satellites, which are evenly distributed on the two sides of the central peak, probe
the antiferromagnetic staggered magnetization near the substituted site. The spatial variation of the induced
magnetization is found to decay exponentially from the impurity for both Zn and Cu forT.50 K. Its extension
is found identical for both impurities and corresponds accurately to the correlation lengthj(T) determined by
Monte Carlo simulations for the pure compound. In the case of nonmagnetic Zn, the temperature dependence
of the induced magnetization is consistent with a Curie law with an ‘‘effective’’ spinS50.4 on each side of Zn.
This staggered effect is quantitatively well accounted for in all the explored range by quantum Monte Carlo
~QMC! computations of the spinless-defect-induced magnetism. In the case of magnetic Cu, the similarity of
the induced magnetism to the Zn case implies a weak coupling of the Cu spin to the nearest-neighbor Ni spins.
The slight reduction of about 20230 % of the induced polarization with respect to Zn is reproduced by QMC
computations by considering an antiferromagnetic coupling of strengthJ850.1J20.2J between theS51/2 Cu
spin and nearest-neighbor Ni spin. Macroscopic susceptibility measurements confirm these results as they
display a clear Curie contribution due to the impurities nearly proportional to their concentration. This contri-
bution is indeed close to that of two spin half for Zn substitution. The Curie contribution is smaller in the Cu
case, which confirms that the coupling between Cu and near-neighbor Ni is antiferromagnetic.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.69.144404 PACS number~s!: 75.30.Hx, 75.40.Cx, 76.60.Cq
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I. INTRODUCTION

One- and two-dimensional Heisenberg antiferromagn
~1D and 2D HAF! spin systems are presently attracti
strong interest due to the variety of ground states that th
systems exhibit: spin gap, spin Peierls, resonating vale
bond, superconductivity, etc. Effects of substitution in t
HAF half-integer1 and integer-spin chains,2 ladders,3 and
planes4 have been studied both experimentally and theor
cally to understand such ground states and their elemen
excitations.

Among these systems, one-dimensionalS51 HAF chains
have attracted immense interest after Haldane5 conjectured
that in case of integer-spin chains, there is a finite energy
between the ground state and first excited state. The gro
state of this system can be well described by valence b
solid ~VBS! model.6 This model suggests that eachS51
spin can be considered to be a symmetric combination of
S51/2 spins. With periodic boundary conditions, eachS
51/2 forms a singlet with the nearest neighbor~nn! belong-
ing to the adjacent site. Introducing a nonmagnetic impur
i.e., open boundary conditions, is equivalent to removing
S51. This is expected to give rise to twoS51/2 at each end
of the chain.7

Y2BaNiO5 ~YBNO!, an S51 one-dimensional HAF is a
0163-1829/2004/69~14!/144404~13!/$22.50 69 1444
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well-established Haldane gap compound. YBNO can be
scribed by the space groupI mmm.8 All the Ni21 ions are
located at the center of highly compressed corner sha
NiO6 octahedra and form Ni-O-Ni chains along thea axis
@see Fig. 1~a!#. These octahedra are flattened along the ch
axis and the Ni-O distances can be divided in two grou
(Ni-O1'1.885 Å and Ni-O2'2.186 Å). Intrachain Ni-Ni
distance is equal to 3.77 Å (Ni21 ions interact via the oxy-
gen ion!, while the smallest interchain Ni-Ni distance
close to 6.6 Å. Also, since these chains are separated by
and Y cations, the physical properties are expected to
predominantly 1D. The superexchange couplingJ estimated
from magnetic susceptibility isJ'285 K.9 The magnitude
of the Haldane gapD'100 K has been obtained from mag
netic susceptibility measurements.9–11 Inelastic neutron-
scattering experiments also reveal the existence of a gaD
'100 K,9,12 between the ground state and first excited st
anduJ' /Ju,531024, whereJ' andJ are the interchain and
intrachain coupling constants, respectively.13 This proves the
strong 1D character of the Ni chains.89Y nuclear-magnetic-
resonance~NMR! experiments on polycrystalline YBNO14

also show the presence of a gapD58065 K and an aniso-
tropic shift which is responsible for the asymmetry in t
NMR spectra.

In-chain Zn21, Mg21 (S50) substitutions at the Ni21
©2004 The American Physical Society04-1
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(S51) site of YBNO ~Refs. 2 and 15–18! have been at-
tempted. Bulk susceptibility measurements confirm that n
magnetic substitutions break the chains and give rise
chain-end free spins.16 Low-temperature specific-hea
measurements15 on different doped samples have been qu
titatively explained by an effective model,19 which describes
the low-energy spectrum of noninteracting openS51 chain.
Tedoldiet al.17 carried out89Y NMR experiments in 5% and
10% Mg doped YBNO for temperaturesT.D. They ob-
served multiple-peak89Y NMR spectra at differentT and
determined theT dependence of the staggered magnetiza
near the impurity from the shift of these peaks at differentT.
From the site dependence of the staggered magnetization
characteristic length scale of its decay was found to be s
lar to the correlation lengthj(T) of the pureS51 HAF
chain. At lower temperatures, the NMR spectra were fou
to broaden significantly and hence various features could
be resolved. These results prove that the nonmagn
impurity-induced effects reveal the intrinsic characteristics

FIG. 1. ~a! Representation of the unit cell of Y2BaNiO5: the 89Y
nucleus is hyperfine coupled to the Ni electrons in its two ne
nearest-neighbor~nnn! chains through oxygens while its transferre
hyperfine coupling to the Ni on the nearest-neighbor~nn! chain is
expected to be small.~b! When an impurity is substituted in one o
the two nnn chains,89Y nuclei which couple to that chain are la
beled according to their distance to the impurity as indicated in
figure. In ~a! only some of the oxygen atoms are represented,
clarity. In ~b! only the Ni and Y sites are displayed.
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the correlation functions of these systems, both their ex
nential shape and their extension. Such results were qu
tatively explained by Monte Carlo20–22 and density-matrix
renormalization-group simulations.22–24

In this paper, we propose to extend such local stud
to other impurities, both nonmagnetic and magnetic a
to greatly improve the quantitative aspects of these resu
We, therefore, present a study of the susceptibility and89Y
NMR spectra on Y2BaNi12xZnxO5 ~YBNO:Zn! and
Y2BaNi12xCuxO5 ~YBNO:Cu! (0<x<0.02). Dilute con-
centration of substitutions were preferred in an attempt
observe well-resolved impurity-induced effects on the89Y
NMR spectra far from the impurities and in a temperatu
regimeT,D, since theS51/2 excitations interact to a muc
lesser extent at lower impurity concentrations. We detail
experimental conditions in Sec. II and NMR and bulk su
ceptibility measurements on YBNO:Zn and YBNO:Cu w
be presented in Sec. III. Zn and Cu substitutions are foun
induce low-T Curie terms in the bulk susceptibility, while
89Y NMR spectra show a multipeak structure. The multip
peaks are associated to an impurity-induced short-range s
gered magnetization which appears very similar for both
and Cu. As discussed in Sec. IV, our results on YBNO:
prove the universality of the effects of spinless~Mg and Zn!
impurities in theS51 chain. These results are quantitative
reproduced by our quantum Monte Carlo~QMC! simula-
tions. Effects of anS51/2 impurity ~Cu! are contrasted with
those of Zn substitution at various temperatures. Here ag
QMC simulations fit the data well and enable us to dedu
the magnitude of the exchange coupling between Cu and
Ni, which is found weak and antiferromagnetic. Finally, th
contribution of impurity-induced magnetization to the tot
susceptibility is extracted from NMR and has been compa
to the macroscopic@superconducting quantum interferen
device ~SQUID!# measurements taken on the same set
samples. All results can be well explained in a comm
VBS-like framework both for Zn and Cu.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Polycrystalline samples of Y2BaNi12xZnxO5 and
Y2BaNi12xCuxO5 (0<x<0.02) were prepared by standa
solid-state reaction techniques. Stoichiometric mixtures
predried Y2O3, BaCO3, NiO, ZnO, and CuO (.99.9%
pure! were fired in air at 1200 °C. Single-phase samp
were obtained after several rounds of grinding, pelletizati
and firing. In an attempt to reduce the parasitic Curie term
the susceptibility, as discussed in Sec. III A, we fired t
samples in vacuum at 400 °C, in order to reduce the exc
oxygen present in the sample. X-ray powder diffraction w
carried out using a PHILIPS PW 1729 powder diffract
meter, using Si as an internal standard. A Cu target was u
in the diffractometer withlav51.541 82 Å. Lattice param-
eters were determined from the diffraction pattern using
least-square-fit method. The lattice parameters for the ‘‘pu
YBNO sample were found to be 3.763(1) Å, 5.762(1) Å
and 11.334(3) Å alonga, b, andc axes, respectively, which
are in agreement with the earlier results.8 The lattice param-
eters remain almost unchanged after Zn and Cu substitu
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1
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The nearly identical effective ionic radii25 of Ni21, Zn21,
and Cu21 together with the dilute level of doping may be th
cause of the unchanged lattice parameters.

Magnetization M measurements were performed as
function of temperatureT (1.8 K<T<300 K) and an ap-
plied fieldH (0<H<50 kG) using a SQUID magnetomete

NMR measurements were performed by standard pu
NMR techniques in an applied fieldH0570 kG at different
temperatures (50 K<T<325 K). The typical width of the
applied p/2 pulse wastW56 ms. The line shape was ob
tained by Fourier transform of the NMR echo signals. T
89Y NMR shift K(T)5@n(T)2n re f#/n re f was measured
with respect to a standard YCl3 solution @n(T) is the reso-
nance frequency of Y2BaNiO5 at different temperatures an
n re f514 594.15 kHz is the resonance frequency of YCl3 in
our experiment#. At higher temperatures (120 K<T
<300 K), the spectral width of thep/2 pulse was sufficien
to reliably obtain the full spectrum. However, at lower tem
peratures (T,120 K), where the multiple resonance line
are spaced far apart in frequency, we varied the irradia
frequency to obtain the full spectrum as the spectral width
the singlep/2 pulse was insufficient.

The quantum Monte Carlo simulations were perform
using the stochastic series expansion method,26,27 with gen-
eralized directed loop techniques.28–30 Calculations of mag-
netization profiles were done for long runs of about 23108

Monte Carlo steps for an isotropicS51 Heisenberg model
with an imposed magnetic field of about 70 kG, correspo
ing to the field used in the NMR experiments.

III. RESULTS

A. Bulk susceptibility

Susceptibility x(T) of Y2BaNi12xZnxO5 and
Y2BaNi12xCuxO5 (0<x<0.02) was measured as a functio
of T in an applied field ofH55 kG ~Fig. 2!. We checked for
the possible presence of spurious ferromagnetic impur
by measuringM versusH isotherms at different temperature
in order to separate the linear~paramagnetic! and nonlinear
~ferromagnetic! contributions. The ferromagnetic contribu
tion corresponds to about 2 ppm of ferromagnetic Fe im
rity which amounts to at most 0.2% of the susceptibility.
is, hence, neglected in our analysis. The paramagnetic
ceptibility for the pure sample is in rough agreement with
results published earlier.14,31 The susceptibility decreases a
e2D/T/AT with decreasing temperature, as a consequenc
the Haldane gap.32 At lower temperatures (T,50 K), there
is a Curie-Weiss-likeC/(T1u) upturn in the susceptibility.
This parasitic Curie term in the pure sample might presu
ably result from various sources such as natural chain bre
presence of Ni31 ~as a result of small oxygen nonstoichiom
etry!, and extrinsic paramagnetic phases present in
sample. A substantial reduction in this low-T contribution to
the susceptibility~i.e., reduction in the Curie termC) was
achieved by vacuum annealing the powders at 400 °C
evident from the inset of Fig. 2~a!. A similar reduction in the
parasitic Curie term in aS51/2 chain compound, Sr2CuO3,
was observed earlier by Amiet al.33 after annealing in inert
14440
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atmosphere. Reduction in the Curie term in our samp
might be due to removal of excess oxygen leading to a
duction in the amount of Ni31 due to the above process.
discussion about intrinsic defects, effect of vacuum anne
ing, and the implications on SQUID and NMR measur
ments is carried out in Sec. IV D. All measurements with t
substituted samples reported hereafter are on the vacuum
nealed samples. In case of the substituted samples, the
ceptibility at lower temperatures increases with increas
dopant content@shown in Figs. 2~a,b!, inset#, which indi-
cates an increase in the Curie term for the substitu
samples.

B. 89Y NMR

In YBNO, each89Y has two nn Ni21 from one chain and
two next-nearest-neighbor~nnn! Ni21 from two different

FIG. 2. Magnetic susceptibility vs temperatureT for ~a!
Y2BaNi12xZnxO5 and ~b! Y2BaNi12xCuxO5 (0<x<0.02). The
solid line follows Eq.~5! and the fitting was done using the proc
dure discussed in Sec. IV C, for the ‘‘pure’’ YBNO sample forT
,150 K. In the insets, the representation vs 1/T evidences the Cu-
rie law behavior at low temperatures. Comparison between non
nealed and annealed samples in the inset of~a! shows that annealing
leads to a reduction of the Curie term. In contrast, Zn or Cu sub
tution leads to an increase of the Curie term.
4-3
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J. DASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144404 ~2004!
chains@Figs. 1 ~a,b!#. However, 89Y is actually coupled to
the Ni21 spins belonging to nnn chains, not to the nn o
Indeed, there is no appreciable exchange between Y an
3d or oxygenp orbitals belonging to nn chain. In contras
there is an appreciable overlap between the nnn-oxy
pp orbital with the 5s orbital of Y31 and hence with the nnn
Ni-O-Ni chains.

We performed 89Y NMR on the pure and substitute
samples at different temperatures. In case of the anne
and nonannealed pure samples, we observed one asymm
central peak~inset Fig. 3! shifted fromn re f in the Fourier-
transformed spectrum, together with less intense peaks~sat-
ellites! on both sides of the central peak~see Fig. 3!. The
shift in the 89Y NMR peak of the pure YBNO arises from th
coupling of Y nuclei to Ni21 spins of two different nnn
chains. Since our measurements are on randomly alig
polycrystalline samples, asymmetric line shape of the cen
peak ~mainline! in the annealed sample corresponds to
powder pattern due to an asymmetric hyperfine coupling
sor Ah f

14 and anisotropic susceptibility.11 The vacuum an-
nealing procedure leads to a large narrowing of the main
and a decrease of the satellites intensities. The amoun
defects corresponding to these satellites can be determ
by measuring their area. Using an asymmetric Lorenzian
the fractional area of one of these satellites decreases
3.2% to 0.8% after annealing. These satellites in pure YB
presumably originate from the in-chain defects, which w
be discussed in details in Sec. IV D.

In substituted compounds, the shift of the mainlineK(T)
remains unchanged from the pure sample at different t
peratures~Fig. 4! and compares well with the results pu
lished earlier.14 This implies that the Haldane gap remai
the same after impurity substitution. In contrast, the int
duction of impurities~Zn/Cu! at the Ni site of the chain
results in a change in the local environment of the impur
This change is evident by the appearance of satellites on
sides of the mainline. For example, in Fig. 5, we compare

FIG. 3. Comparison of the89Y NMR spectra of the nonanneale
and annealed YBNO at 150 K~in the inset, the full line and in the
main frame, a vertical zoom!. The intensity of the satellite peak
reduce after vacuum annealing showing that the corresponding
fects are eliminated by annealing.
14440
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NMR spectra of pure, 0.5% Zn and 2% Zn substitut
samples at 120 K@Fig. 5 ~a!# and 0.5% Cu and 1% Cu
substituted samples at 300 K@Fig. 5 ~b!#. The intensity of the
impurity-induced satellites increases with increasing imp
rity concentration keeping their shift from the mainline co
stant. This establishes that the satellite peaks are a d
consequence of substitutions and their positions are inde
dent of their concentration, i.e., of the length of the chai
Furthermore, fractional intensities of these Cu- and Z
induced satellites are significantly larger than the weak
ellites observed in the annealed pure sample. Hence, they
safely be attributed to Zn or Cu neighbors. Each of the
satellites represents89Y nuclei at a given distance from th
impurity. Since one Y nucleus is coupled to two different n
chains@see Fig. 1~b!#, for a concentrationx of the impurity,
there should be 4x Y nuclei contributing to each satellite
Using an asymmetric Lorenzian fit~Fig. 6!, we extracted the
fractional area of one satellite peak with respect to the wh
spectrum~outermost satellite on the right side of the mai
line, marked by 1 in Fig. 6!. For a nominal concentrationx
52% of Zn or Cu, our fit leads to an effective concentrati
of (1.960.1)% for Zn and (1.860.2)% for Cu. This good
agreement between the nominal stoichiometry and the ac
in-chain number of defects shows that the substitut
amount is well controlled here.

Comparison of Cu and Zn89Y NMR spectra done in Fig.
7 shows that Cu induces a staggered magnetization like
But the difference in the shifts of the NMR satellites sho
that the amplitude of the induced magnetization near Cu
smaller than that for Zn. Representative89Y spectra are
shown at different temperatures in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b! for 2%
Zn and 0.5% Cu substituted samples, respectively. The N21

ions closest to the impurity are the most affected by
substituent and give rise to the most shifted satellite inde
as the first neighbor@1 in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!#. Further sat-
ellites are numbered in accordance with their decreas
shifts with respect to the mainline. Satellites with decre

e-

FIG. 4. 89Y NMR shift of the mainline 89K as a function of
temperatureT, for pure „present results and from Shimizuet al.
~Ref. 14!… and substituted samples.89K(T), which measure the uni-
form susceptibility, remains unaffected by substitutions. The so
line represents a fit to Eq.~1! for the Cu doped sample and i
discussed in detail in Sec. IV A.
4-4
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COMPARISON OFS50 AND S5
1
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ing shifts alternate on each side of the mainline. This sho
that the corresponding Ni sites have a magnetization, wh
alternates in sign in addition to the nonperturbed magnet
tion represented here by the mainline shift. The appeara
of such induced staggered magnetization near the defec
indeed expected by theoretical computations,21,22 as will be
quantitatively detailed hereafter.

In the case of Zn, the nearest Y nuclei to the impur
@marked by 0 in Fig. 1~b!# couple to both Zn itself and on
undisturbed chain. Therefore, its corresponding NMR l
should be shifted by half of that of the mainline with respe
to n re f , as Zn is nonmagnetic and hence does not contrib
to K. Furthermore, this satellite should be half the intens
of the other satellites, from its specific position. In fact, th

FIG. 5. ~a! Expanded view of the satellites of the89Y spectra of
Y2BaNi12xZnxO5 (0<x<0.02) at 120 K. Intensity of these sate
lites increases with increasing Zn content. The positions of the
ellite peaks are independent of the Zn concentration.~b! Compari-
son of the satellites for 0.5% and 1% Cu substitution at the Ni
at 300 K. The satellite intensity increases linearly with Cu conte
14440
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satellite has been observed clearly in Fig. 8~a! where it is
labeled as 0: it is half as shifted as the mainline and hal
intense as the other satellites. In the case of YBNO:Cu, s
a peak is not observed as seen in Fig. 8~b!. This is not sur-
prising as theS51/2 Cu spin will now contribute to its shift
which should now become large, and would be severely
fected by a large spin-lattice relaxation rate. Therefore,
absence of such a peak is a clear local evidence that Cu
indeed successfully substituted at a Ni site.

The shifts of the observed satellites were measured
different temperatures and concentrations. Since forT
,100 K, the outer satellites lie outside the spectral width
the rf pulse, data were taken at various irradiation frequ

t-

e
t.

FIG. 6. First- and third-neighbor satellite peaks~labeled 1 and 3!
for Y2BaNi0.98Zn0.02O5 and Y2BaNi0.98Cu0.02O5 at 200 K ~solid
lines! and fit of satellite 1 using an asymmetric Lorenzian line sha
~dotted lines!.

FIG. 7. Comparison of89Y NMR spectra of Y2BaNi0.98Zn0.02O5

and Y2BaNi0.98Cu0.02O5 measured atT5200 K. The mainline
position is the same for both substitutions. The satellites for
Cu substitution are less shifted than those for Zn. Inset: Posi
of the satellite peaks on the lower-frequency side of the main
for nonannealed pure YBNO, Y2BaNi0.98Zn0.02O5 and
Y2BaNi0.98Cu0.02O5 at 200 K.
4-5
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J. DASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144404 ~2004!
cies to reliably determine their peak positions from the F
rier transforms. These data are not shown in Fig. 8. We n
the shifts of thei th satellite asdn i5n i2nmain , wheren i and
nmain are frequencies corresponding to its center of grav
and that of the mainline, respectively. Due to the asymme
powder pattern shapes, consideration of the center of gra
for each peak yields a better description of the impuri
induced effects in the chain. In Fig. 9~a!, we present these
shifts of the satellites (dn i) at various temperatures for th
spinless Zn impurity. On the same figure, we plot as well
data published earlier for the Mg impurity, which is foun
identical to that of Zn.17 Therefore, the induced magnetiz
tion by both Zn and Mg is quantitatively the same. In t
present study, the use of samples with smaller impurity c

FIG. 8. 89Y NMR spectra of~a! Y2BaNi0.98Zn0.02O5 and ~b!
Y2BaNi0.995Cu0.005O5 at different temperatures. Satellite peaks a
indexed in accordance with their decreasing shift from the main
and with the position of the89Y labeled in Fig. 1~b!. The peak
originating from the Y neighbor to the Zn impurity~as discussed in
Sec. III B! is marked by 0 in~a!.
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tent and less natural defects allowed us to largely impr
the resolution and to detect more satellites in a wider te
perature range. A similar plot is shown in Fig. 9~b! for YB-
NO:Cu. These measurements allow us to get a direct m
sure of the amplitude and spatial shape of the magnetiza
induced by both nonmagnetic and magnetic impurities,
will be discussed later.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Determination of the parameters of the Haldane
Hamiltonian of the pure system

The bulk susceptibilityx(T) in the pure YBNO contains
the contribution from some unknown defects and extrin
paramagnetic phases in addition to the intrinsic gap con
bution. On the other hand, in89Y NMR spectra, defects and

e

FIG. 9. Temperature dependence ofdn i , the frequency shift of
the different satellites with respect to the central line for~a!
YBNO:Zn and~b! YBNO:Cu. The open squares in~a! represent the
shifts obtained in Ref. 17 for YBNO:Mg. At lower temperatures, t
broadening of the NMR spectra restricted us from obtaining sa
lite shifts with high resolution. Indices represent thei th neighbor to
the impurity in accordance with Fig. 1~b!.
4-6
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COMPARISON OFS50 AND S5
1
2 IMPURITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144404 ~2004!
intrinsic behavior can be easily distinguished since defe
broaden the mainline or induce satellites, whereas the in
sic behavior is measured by the mainline shift. Hence, thT
dependence of the ‘‘gap term’’ is best reflected by the te
perature dependence of the NMR shiftK(T).

Indeed, the NMR shift89K(T) of the central line is ex-
pected to vary linearly with the uniform susceptibilityxu(T)
through

K~T!5
2Ah f

mBNA
xu~T!1K~0!. ~1!

Here,Ah f is the 89Y - Ni hyperfine coupling constant an
is independent of temperature,NA is the Avogadro number
and K(0) is the chemical shift independent of temperatu
The NMR shift K(T) results from two nnn chains, while
xu(T) represents the intrinsic susceptibility of oneS51
chain, which explains the factor 2. As reported in Fig. 4,
shift K(T) of the central peak decreases with decreasinT
and remains unchanged for all the samples at the corresp
ing T. The observed exponential decrease inK(T) at low T is
direct evidence of the presence of the Haldane gap. Our m
surements on different samples at different temperatu
match well with earlier results of Shimizuet al. for pure
YBNO ~Ref. 14! ~as shown in Fig. 4!. This indicates that the
gap remains unchanged for impurity substituted samples.
fleck showed that the low-temperature part of the susce
bility should follow A(D/T)e2D/T.32 Previous studies use
this model to fit the low-T part of both NMR and macro
scopic susceptibility measurements in order to extract
Haldane gap and the superexchange couplingJ. This model
also fits our data, as shown by a solid line in Fig. 4 for the
0.5% compound, leading toK(0)5340 ppm andD5(88
67) K, which is in good agreement with the results pu
lished earlier.13,14

However, we propose here a more rigorous way to de
mine J. We used QMC simulations to directly fit our data
the full temperature range. We have calculated theoretic
by QMC simulations, the uniform susceptibilityxu versus
T/J, i.e., the susceptibility of the infiniteS51 chain theo-
retically, by QMC simulations. The shiftK obtained from our
NMR experiments has then been plotted versus thisxu for
differentJ values in Fig. 10 withT as an implicit parameter
The T→0 value of K is constrained by Shimizu’s NMR
measurements,14 which allowed to accurately determin
89K(T→0)5370610 ppm, a value compatible with ou
measurements. Using this constraint, a good linear fit is
tained for J5250610 K ~shown by the solid line!. This
proves that the uniform susceptibility measured by NMR
well accounted by QMC simulations up toT5350 K. This
procedure of determiningJ allows for a much sharper con
straint on the determination ofJ than the previous determi
nations. We believe that this procedure enables the dete
nation of J to be more reliable than before. Th
corresponding theoretical Haldane gap34 would be D
50.41J510264 K, a value compatible with our first roug
estimate and with the previous experiments.11 This fitting
method also allows a determination of the hyperfine coup
Ah f independent of any macroscopic susceptibility measu
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ment. We performed similar fitting for all substituted an
pure YBNO shifts plotted in Fig. 10. This leads toAh f
5(4.760.2) kG/mB . This value should be more reliabl
than earlier determinations done by Shimizuet al.14 (Ah f
54.9 kG/mB) and by Tedoldiet al.17 (Ah f56.5 kG/mB),
which relied too much on the actual measurements of
susceptibility of the pure compound, as this measuremen
always hampered by the large low-temperature Cu
contributions.35

B. Impurity-induced staggered magnetization

1. Spatial dependence of the induced staggered magnetizatio

In Figs. 11~a! and 11~b!, we depict the site dependenc
of udn i(T)u at different temperatures for YBNO:Zn an
YBNO:Cu, respectively, on a logarithmic scale. At a givenT,
the observed linear behavior shows thatudn i(T)u varies ex-
ponentially as a function of distance from the impurity.
fact, the shifts can be fitted at all temperatures for both
and Zn by

udn i~T!u5udn1~T!ue2( i 21)/j imp(T). ~2!

Herej imp(T) is the extension of the impurity-induced sta
gered magnetization. The values ofj imp(T) extracted from
our measurements are represented in Fig. 12 and comp
with those obtained by Tedoldiet al. in the case of Mg
substitution.17 It clearly appears that Cu, Zn, and Mg induc
a staggered magnetization with the same spatial extent.
thermore, this spatial extentj imp(T) is found almost identi-
cal to the correlation length computed for an infiniteS51
chain with no defects.34 The experimental values ofj imp(T)
are systematically found about 5% higher than the value
j(T) ~Ref. 34!, but this discrepancy is still within experi
mental accuracy~e.g., at 200 K,j imp52.560.2, while j

FIG. 10. 89Y NMR shift of the central lineK as a function ofxu

computed by QMC using differentJ values~with T as an implicit
parameter!. The solid line represents the best linear fit and allows
determine bothJ and the hyperfine coupling constantAh f @using the
constraintK(0)5370610 ppm as detailed in the text#.
4-7
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52.3). The lowest-temperature data, which were only ta
in the case of Cu impurities, depart a little bit more from t
value of j(T). The good agreement found shows that
bothS50 andS51/2 impurities, the characteristic length o
the staggered magnetization near defects reveals indee
intrinsic j(T) of the infinite S51 chain, in the explored
temperature range.

2. Comparison with QMC for Zn and Cu

For bothS50 ~Zn! and S51/2 ~Cu! impurity, we com-
pared our experimental results to those predicted by Q
calculations for the local susceptibility around impurities.
discussed earlier, the total magnetizationMi at thei th site in
the chain is the sum of the uniform magnetization and
impurity-induced magnetization, i.e., Mi5gmB^Sz

i &
5gmB(^Sz&u1d^Sz

i &). We can determine directly, from th
NMR data for dn i and the mainline shift, the ratio of th
impurity-induced staggered magnetization and uniform m
netizationd^Sz

i &/^Sz&u , using the value ofK(0)5340 ppm

FIG. 11. Site dependence of the impurity-induced magnetic s
udn i u at different temperatures for~a! YBNO:Zn and~b! YBNO:Cu.
The log-scale representation evidences thatudn i u is exponentially
decaying. The solid lines are fits to the exponential relation rep
sented by Eq.~2!.
14440
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deduced from Figs. 4 and 10. This experimental quan
could be directly compared with that computed by QM
simulation for the spatial dependence of the spin polariza
at chain ends.

In case of theS50 impurity, we performed such QMC
calculations consideringJ5230 K, 250 K, and 270 K atT
5100 K. The computed impurity-induced staggered mag
tization decays exponentially away from the impurity as
the experimental results, following Eq. 2@Fig. 13~a!#. The
computed extensionj imp matches well with the previous
results34 consideringJ5270 K. Further, we found that the
experimental ratio of the impurity-induced staggered mag
tization and uniform magnetization match well with QM
for J5270610 K as shown in Fig. 13~a!. This value ofJ is
consistent with the one independently determined from
uniform susceptibility far from the defectJ5250610 K.
This proves the coherence of our analysis, as the s
coupling J can account both for the susceptibility of th
pure compound, and for the shape, amplitude, and exten
of the induced magnetization near spinless defects.
determination of Ah f enables us to convert the NMR
shifts into absolute magnetization values. Here, we h
calculated̂ Sz

i &Zn , from our experimental data using the r
lation ^Sz

i &52p@2n i2(n re f1nmain)#/2ggAh f . Here, g/2p
52.0859 MHz/T is the 89Y gyromagnetic ratio andg is
the Lande´ g factor. The temperature dependence of^Sz

i & is
also well fitted by the QMC simulations as exemplified
Fig. 13~b!.

In case of theS51/2 substitution, theoretical calculation
were done earlier to predict the behavior ofS51/2 impurity
in S51 chain.23,36,37 The S51/2 impurity is modeled by
considering that its couplingJ8 to its near-neighbor Ni can
be different fromJ. We have performed QMC calculation
for variousJ8 ranging from2J to 1J. The magnetic impu-

ft

-

FIG. 12. Comparison ofj imp(T) obtained from our experiment
from Eq.~2! and Fig. 11 for YBNO:Zn, YBNO:Cu , for YBNO:Mg
by Tedoldi et al. ~Ref. 17!, and for the infinite chain correlation
lengthj(T) calculated by QMC by Kimet al. ~Ref. 33!.
4-8
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COMPARISON OFS50 AND S5
1
2 IMPURITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144404 ~2004!
rity is found to induce a staggered magnetization as in
spinless case. Furthermore, its extension is found iden
for temperatures higher thanJ8. These results are then i
perfect agreement with our data. ForT.J8, the only change,
which begins to appear when comparing theS51/2 andS
50 induced effects in QMC results, is the amplitude of t
staggered magnetization. We found that for a ferromagn
coupling of the impurity to the nn Ni (J8,0), the staggered
magnetization on the first, second, and further neighbor
larger than that for a nonmagnetic impurity. In contrast,
antiferromagnetic coupling (J8.0) leads to a smaller mag
netization. The experimentally observeddn i for YBNO:Cu is
less than that for YBNO:Zn (J850) at the corresponding
temperature, as exemplified in Fig. 7. This strongly sugge
that the Cu-Ni coupling is then antiferromagnetic. A quan
tative comparison between QMC results and experiments

FIG. 13. ~a! Comparison atT5100 K of the spatial dependenc
of the staggered magnetizationd^Sz

i &/^Sz&u for YBNO:Zn with the
corresponding QMC simulations for variousJ values, which shows
a good agreement forJ5270610 K. ~b! Comparison of theT
variation of the magnetization̂Sz

i & of the first and second neighbo
( i 51 and 2, respectively! with the QMC calculations. Filled sym
bols represent our experimental data while open triangles
circles represent our QMC results forJ5260 K. The open stars ar
the results of classical Monte Carlo calculations~Ref. 19!.
14440
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ables us to deduceJ8. In Fig. 14, we compared the exper
mental ratio (dn i)Cu/(dn i)Zn to that theoretically obtained
for ^dSz

i &Cu/^dSz
i &Zn for different valuesJ8/J. The experi-

mental and theoretical results match well for 0.1J<J8
<0.2J, which allows us to deduce an estimateJ85(0.15
60.05)J.

3. Determination of the total induced susceptibility

The magnetization induced by impurities can be writt
as dMi5gmBd^Sz

i &, where d^Sz
i &52pdn i /ggAh f . This

conversion enables us to deduce from NMR the contribut
of substituted impuritiesx imp

NMR to the macroscopic suscept
bility. As the impurity-induced magnetization decays exp
nentially as a function of site on either side of the impurity
the 1D chain,x imp

NMR can be expressed as

x1~T!5
dM1~T!

H0
, ~3!

x imp
NMR~T!5

2xNAx1~T!

100 (
i

~21! i 21e2( i 21)/j imp(T).

~4!

Here,x
1
(T) is the impurity-induced susceptibility on th

first neighbor to the impurity andNA is the Avogadro num-
ber, x is the amount of impurities per Ni in percent. Th
variation of x imp

NMR(T), shown in Fig. 15, can be fitted to
x imp

NMR(T)5CNMR/T. From the fit, we getCZn
NMR5(5.6

60.6)31023 cm3 K/mole/% Zn and CCu
NMR5(4.760.5)

31023 cm3 K/mole/% Cu. These Curie terms lead to th
corresponding spin valueS on each side of the impurity
through C52NAg2S(S11)mB

2/3kB . For Zn, one finds an
impurity-induced ‘‘effective spin’’S50.460.06 on either
side of the impurity in the chain, which is close to the VB

d

FIG. 14. Spatial dependence of the experimental ra
^dSz

i &Cu/^dSz
i &Zn of the staggered magnetization near Cu to th

near Zn. The data are compared to QMC simulations for vari
values of the Heisenberg couplingJ8 between Cu and its nn neigh
bors Ni atT5100 K.
4-9
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J. DASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144404 ~2004!
predictedS50.5. In case of YBNO:Cu, asxCu
NMR is also

found to follow a Curie behavior, the impurity-induced su
ceptibility on either side of the impurity behaves almost a
free spin in the exploredT range. The lower value ofCCu

NMR

thanCZn
NMR is well accounted for, here again, by QMC sim

lations, if the Cu spin couples weakly and antiferromagn
cally to the nearest-neighbor Ni spin.

C. Temperature dependence of the macroscopic susceptibility

As already stressed, the macroscopic susceptibility p
sented in Fig. 2 results from distinct contributions: the u
form contribution xu(T) which exhibits the Haldane ga
which decreases exponentially with decreasing tempera
the intrinsic defects such as Zn or Cu, and the other unkno
defects and paramagnetic species, which are already pre
in the pure compound. The latter two contributions main
give rise to a Curie-like magnetization in the low
temperature region. We plotted these different contributi
in the case of pure YBNO in Fig. 16. Note that the to
susceptibility not only consists of the Haldane term and
Curie term, but also includes a residual non-Curie te
which could be due to some defects that are not purely p
magnetic. This small residual non-Curie term exists in all o
samples, as evidenced in Fig. 17 and does not show
obvious connection with the substitution. It, therefore, lim
any quantitative analysis of the substitution effect on mac
scopic susceptibility. Furthermore, the large contribution
the Curie term present at lowT even in the pure compoun
also severely limits any analysis, contrary to NMR expe
ments for which the Zn and Cu effects could be isolat
However, at low temperatures, the total susceptibility can
tentatively modeled by

FIG. 15. The impurity-induced total susceptibilityx imp
NMR(T) es-

timated from NMR data is plotted vs 1/T for YBNO:Zn1% ~open
triangles! and YBNO:Cu1% ~open squares!. The solid lines repre-
sent the Curie-like fits tox imp

NMR(T). The solid symbols represent th
values obtained at 100 K from the corresponding QMC simulatio
14440
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xSQUID~T!5x01
CSQUID

T1u
1xu~T!. ~5!

Here, x
0

is the constant term, which originates from Va

Vleck paramagnetism and core diamagnetism,CSQUID is the
Curie constant. As discussed in the previous sections,
determination of the superexchange couplingJ5260
610 K allows us to determine independentlyxu(T) by using
the QMC simulation results, which fit perfectly the mainlin
NMR data. In order to estimate the Curie constantC andu
reliably, we therefore fittedxSQUID(T) for the substituted as
well as the pure samples to Eq.~5! in the temperature rang

s.

FIG. 16. Macroscopic susceptibility of pure YBNO and its d
composition into a sum of three terms: the QMC compu
~Haldane gap related! decrease of the uniform susceptibility forJ
5260 K, a Curie term extracted from a fit to the data forT
,30 K , and the residual part which cannot be accounted for by
two preceding forms.

FIG. 17. The residual terms deduced from the macroscopic
ceptibility analysis detailed in the text and in Fig. 16 are compa
here for various samples.
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COMPARISON OFS50 AND S5
1
2 IMPURITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 144404 ~2004!
2 K<T<25 K. We then fit our susceptibility data (T
,150 K) for all the samples to extract the values ofx

0
keep-

ing the value ofC andu obtained from the low-temperatur
fit. From the fit@shown by solid line in Fig. 2~a!#, we found
that x

0
remains almost unchanged for all the samplesx

0

'0.331023 cm3 K/mole). A smallu'1 K fits the data re-
liably for all the samples.

D. Comparison of NMR and macroscopic susceptibility in
pure YBNO: Nature of intrinsic defects

Comparison of NMR and SQUID measurements in p
nonannealed and annealed samples allows us to get a b
understanding of the various types of defects present in
pure YBNO. The annealing procedure leads to a reductio
the Curie termCSQUID from 25.431023 cm3 K/mole to
13.731023 cm3 K/mole. Such reduction shows that anne
ing cures part of the defects in the compound. The co
sponding89Y NMR spectra of the nonannealed and annea
compounds are presented in Fig. 3. In the nonanne
sample, satellite peaks observed at frequencies smaller
the central peak are of higher intensity than those noticed
the higher-frequency side. After annealing, the intensity
the satellites reduced on both sides of the central peak
the intensity of the left side satellites almost equals to th
in the right side of the mainline. Hence, there are proba
various kinds of defects: in-chain defects which give rise
satellites exactly like Zn would do, and other defects wh
lead to the broad low-frequency feature. There must be
magnetic entities at other nonchain sites, which do not af
the 89Y NMR signal, since SQUID data show a large r
sidual Curie term in the annealed compound. The in-ch
defects could be chain breaks, due to the polycrystalline
ture of the sample, vacancies at Ni site and presence of N31

in the chain. The other defects could be Ni31 in the intersti-
tial places. Presumably, annealing in vacuum reduces
quantity of chain breaks~some Ni ion might migrate to the
vacant sites on annealing at 400 °C) and Ni31 in the sample,
which is responsible for the reduction of satellite intens
Annealing results in a reduction from 0.8%/Ni to 0.2%/
of in-chain defects. If one assumes that each of these
chain defects is giving rise, as in the Zn case, to twoS
51/2 spins at lowT, the reduction of 0.6% of defects in th
chain by annealing should lead to a decrease in the C
constant of 4.531023 cm3 K/mole (0.63233.75
31023 cm3 K/mole). Our observed reduction in Curie co
stant was higher than this by 7.231023 cm3 K/mole. So the
annealing not only reduces the chain defects but might
reduce the number of Ni31 ~present in YBNO! or remove
some of the excess oxygen present in the other extri
paramagnetic phases~say, BaNiO21x). Some of these de
fects are, however, still present in smaller concentrati
even after annealing.

E. Comparison of NMR and macroscopic susceptibility in
YBNO:Zn and YBNO:Cu: The low- T regime

A plot of 1/xSQUID versus temperature done in the inse
of Fig. 2 demonstrates that low-temperature susceptibilit
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dominated by a Curie term, which increases in the sub
tuted compounds. In Fig. 18, we report the correspond
Curie constantCSQUID with increasing impurity content for
Cu and Zn. This proves that the substitution induces a p
magnetic contribution, as already has been shown by N
at higher temperatures. This contribution seems to persis
temperatures as low asT52 K. However, the pure Curie
term appears similar in magnitude to the Zn or Cu contrib
tions for concentrations of about 0.5%. A linear behavior
CSQUID with increasing Zn or Cu concentration is expecte
However, we found that the variation ofCSQUID with sub-
stituent concentration is nonlinear and is steeper for hig
concentrations. This limits any straightforward quantitati
interpretation of the data. This limitation is mainly due to t
fact that in substituted samples, a sizable part ofCSQUID

originates from defects other than the substitution itself~i.e.,
background Curie term as discussed in Sec. IV D!. The pre-
cise variation of this background Curie term with the su
stituent concentration is unknown. It appears that impu
substitution~in small amounts! at Ni site helps to decreas
this background Curie term as CSQUID for
Y2BaNi0.995Cu0.005O5 is almost identical to that of the pur
whereas NMR showed that Cu induces a paramagnetic
tribution. A rough estimate of the impurity contribution ca
still be made using the increase ofCSQUID for high enough
dopant content. A linear fit~shown by solid lines in Fig. 18!
without taking into account the pure composition leads
CZn

SQUID5(6.460.7)31023 cm3 K/mole/% Zn andCCu
SQUID

5(3.360.6)31023 cm3 K/mole/% Cu.
In the Zn case, the NMR measurements allowed us

extractCZn
NMR5(5.660.6)31023 cm3 K/mole/% Zn. There

is a good agreement between macroscopic and local m
surements even though they apply in different tempera
ranges (T<30 K and 80 K<T<350 K, respectively!. This
value is not that far from the VBS simplified picture whe

FIG. 18. Variation of the Curie constantCSQUID extracted from
the low-T susceptibility measurements vs impurity concentrat
for YBNO:Zn and YBNO:Cu. The linear fits~solid lines! were done
without taking into account the Curie term of the ‘‘pure’’ sample,
the use of substituent might reduce the concentration of native
fects in the latter.
4-11
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J. DASet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 69, 144404 ~2004!
CVBS57.531023 cm3 K/mole6 originates from the two
chain endS51/2 spins released by the introduction of Zn

In the Cu case, if the dopedS51/2 Cu acts as a free spin
its susceptibility should add to that of the induced stagge
magnetization measured by NMR, leading toxCu

SQUID5xCu

1xCu
NMR(T). Anyhow, we foundxCu

SQUID to be smaller than
xCu

NMR5@(4.760.5)/T#31023 cm3/mole/% Cu. This indi-
cates that the introducedS51/2 does not act as a free spi
but magnetizes in the antiparallel orientation to the indu
chain-end moments, at least at lowT. This result is indeed
expected if the Cu interacts antiferromagnetically with the
chain-end Ni spins, in which casexCu,0 is expected forT
,J8. Such conclusion confirms then the comparison do
previously between QMC simulations and our NMR resu
which also leads to an antiferromagnetic coupling betw
Ni and Cu, withJ8'40 K.

V. CONCLUSION

We have probed impurity-induced magnetic effects in
Haldane chain compound YBNO via spinless~Zn! and
S51/2 ~Cu! substitutions at the Ni site. The Haldane g
remains unchanged upon substitution. The intensity anal
of the NMR satellites proves that the amount of dopant
purity present in the sample agrees well with the nomina
intended stoichiometry.89Y NMR measurements show tha
Zn or Cu induce a staggered magnetization in their vicin
Its magnitude decays exponentially with a characteri
length equal to the correlation lengthj of the infinite chain.
The fit of the NMR shift data on a large-T range for the pure
system with the results of QMC computations allows us
deduce a reliable valueJ5250610 K. For the Zn impurity
the spatial dependence and magnitude of the staggered
ceptibility observed by NMR matches perfectly the QM
calculated values with J5270610 K. For 70 K,T
,350 K, the total impurity-induced Curie susceptibility
the chain corresponds to an effective spinS50.460.06 on
either side of the impurity for the Zn doped case, which
close to the theoretically predictedS51/2 excitation at
T50.

In this high-T range, the induced staggered magnetizat
ev
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is slightly smaller for Cu which can be explained if th
S51/2 Cu spin is coupled antiferromagnetically with th
nearest neighbor Ni. A fit with the QMC calculated spin p
larization allows us to deduce the magnitudeJ85(0.15
60.05)J of this AF coupling. This occurrence of an AF cou
pling between the Cu and the Ni is confirmed by the fact t
the macroscopic susceptibility induced by Cu as measu
by SQUID is even smaller for Cu impurities than for Z
impurities for T,30 K. This confirms that in thisT range
the Cu magnetization opposes that of the local moment
the chain ends, as can be expected for an AFJ8.

Further experiments are needed to follow the low-T be-
havior of the local magnetization both for Zn and Cu. In t
case of Zn this would allow to check whether a Curie la
applies to the lowest temperatures, belowT'D, as ques-
tioned by recent macroscopic measurements which fin
sub-Curie behavior,16 something not well-understood theo
retically. As for the Cu case this would allow us to bett
follow the modifications of local magnetization forT'J8 as
strong deviations from that observed for spinless impurit
are expected. In case of high-Tc cuprates~e.g., YBa2Cu3O7),
substitution of Cu by magnetic~Ni! or nonmagnetic~Zn!
impurity,4 generates an induced polarization, with same te
perature dependence of the staggered magnetization in
cases, but with weaker effects for Ni than Zn. This is qua
tatively similar to the present study on a much simpler
chain. Such results confirm that magnetic or nonmagn
substitutions also provide a good approach to probe the m
netic correlations of pure 2D systems.
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